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- Please read the disclaimer given in the copyright page before reading this book.
- This black-and-white e-book edition has been necessitated because I am unable to contact any book agent or publisher (forget a willing one). You need to read this e-book in a two-page continuous view with lots of side-scrolling. When I publish this as a physical book, it will be in all-colour and no hassle to read.
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- Some effort has been taken to protect the identity/privacy of unknown individuals. If not, please email the author and the unnecessary details will be removed/masked in future editions.
US government is the world's greatest conspiracy theorist

☞ Is there a better actor than Colin Powell? He pretended to be a peace dove and fooled all war opponents. Now, USA pays enemy Taliban warlords millions every year for safe passage through their territory so they can fight later (forever).
☞ In 2008, former Soviet republic Georgia attacked South Ossetia, where ethnic Russians were in a majority. Russian military moved in and repulsed the attack. Georgian president Saakashvili was a known Western stooge so Western media sought to portray Russia as the aggressor. The Reuters news agency seems to have invented some news on its own. Reuters insist these pictures are not fake. Fake news is an art. Please respect our craft. If you had released ONLY ONE of these photos or if the corpse had not changed location or if the emotional guy (same person?) had not changed clothes, nobody would have suspected anything.
☞ These two British special forces men in an Iraqi jail were caught disguised as Arabs and trying to detonate bombs in a crowded area.
☞ In 2007, the US military told the New York Times that All-in-the-Bag was a fictional character, whose video tapes were dubbed by an elderly actor. Since then, US military and CIA has spawned and killed All-in-the-Bag several times. In 2019, faced with withdrawal from Syria while having to 'protect' that country's oil fields with tanks, the US military buried Bag's ghost one last time.
☞ In the early 20-zeroes, the CIA asked the New York Times to write fake news about Iraqi WMD plans. They then said the New York Times had found the evidence so let us start the invasion. In 2004, CIA ran out of conspiracy theories and sought help from the public with its Iraqi Rewards Program.
Alleged actors used by US government in Georgia to make the case for war against Russia. The photos were distributed worldwide by the Reuters news agency.
Possibly Staged Pics Fuelled Georgian Propaganda Push; 2008; Wired

CIA Iraqi Rewards Program (Archived copy) | American Foreign Policy For Dummies; Moral Volcano Blog

Fake News and False Flags - How the Pentagon paid a British PR firm $500 million for top secret Iraq propaganda; 2016; Bureau of Investigative Journalism

Pentagon Paid for Fake 'Al Qaeda' Videos; 2007; Daily Beast

Hollywood and the Pentagon; 2014; Al-Jazeera America

Correspondence and collusion between the New York Times and the CIA; 2012; Guardian

Leader of Al Qaeda group in Iraq was fictional, U.S. military says; 2007; New York America
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Leader of Al Qaeda group in Iraq was fictional, U.S. military says

By Michael R. Gordon
Published: Wednesday, July 18, 2007

BAGHDAD — For more than a year, the leader of one the most notorious insurgent groups in Iraq was said to be a mysterious Iraqi named Abdullah Rashid al-Baghdadi.

As the titular head of the Islamic State in Iraq, an organization publicly backed by Al Qaeda, Baghdadi issued a steady stream of incendiary pronouncements. Despite claims by Iraqi officials that he had been killed in May, Baghdadi appeared to have persevered unscathed.

On Wednesday, a senior American military spokesman provided a new explanation for Baghdadi’s ability to escape attack: He never existed.

Brigadier General Kevin Bergner, the chief American military spokesman, said the elusive Baghdadi was actually a fictional character whose audio-taped declarations were provided by an elderly actor named Abu Adullah al-Naima.
Everybody feigned a 9/11 connection. Ahmad Chalabi coned his neocon pals, thinking he could run Iraq if he gave the Bush administration the smoking gun ... to become the lone CIA source with the news that Iraq was cooking up biological agents ... Curveball's obviously sketchy assertions ended up in Mr. Tenet's October 2002 National Intelligence Estimate and Colin Powell's U.N. speech in February 2003, laying the groundwork for an invasion of Iraq.

Iraqi forces ... cut off 300 premature babies from hospital incubators, according to a report ... by Amnesty International.

... the hospital staff said no Iraqi troops were in the hospital at the time -- and that they had unsuccessfully tried to turn Lynch over to American forces earlier...

No Iraqi troops at the hospital but (in the night-vision footage broadcast all over the world) the commandos were shooting at something.

Judith Miller wrote several fake news stories about Iraqi WMD. She is now with the Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), a coven of foreign reptilians.
The inevitable Windows 8 effect

☞ The brightest bulbs at Microsoft thought that all computers had to look and be operated like bank ATM machines. Apparently, the inventor of the mouse was a fool. It was not just Microsoft. Almost everyone in the media was chanting the same mantra. The few who evinced scepticism were asked to embrace change and not be stuck in old ways.

☞ If you think these company logos share the same colours as that of the Club of Rome, it is because you are a conspiracy theorist. (That's 'International Development', not 'Internet Development'. Apparently, cheapskate 'elites' could not scrape together enough money to hire a professional designer like us.)
Hello, slave! How was your day with your new Windows 8 touchscreen laptop?

Well, my arms fell off the hinges and I don’t feel empowered.

The Road To Hell Is Paved With Good Intentions
World Government (is) for Dummies

Climate alarmists have been claiming that temperatures have been rising steadily. Unfortunately for them, there has been no warming from the late 90s. Truth is never a problem for these charlatans.

Climate Change began on Day 1 - before Man, dinosaurs and even Life. Thank Climate Change for turning the Earth from a ball of fire to a living planet. The Earth's climate is influenced by the Sun. More than two-thirds of the Earth's surface is ocean. Plants and all other living creatures release CO2 when they consume energy to live. The Earth's atmosphere is so high, the oceans so deep, day and night so different, and rain and clouds so plentiful that there is not enough heat-trapping molecules and particulate matter from man-made air pollution to influence climate. There are many uncontrollable natural geological/atmospheric phenomena that put heat-trapping matter in the air such as volcanoes, dust storms, and peat bogs. The idea that someone can put a number on CO2 emissions is preposterous. Yet, Climate Shyentists are building computer models on it and taking climate projections to absurd heights.

Our wasteful lifestyle and the destruction of the environment
to support it are undeniable. We need to limit them because they are bad for Life, not because they will influence climate. Climate is beyond our control. If you think you should do something for the environment, then remember this salient truth: Let us protect Mother Nature. Mother Earth does not need us. Climate Change propaganda enables politicians to blame naysayers while they conspire with private businesses to profit from pollution. It also enables them to tax those at the bottom of the economic pyramid while the benefits accrue to those at the top.

In 2014, the US congresswoman from Kansas City, Missouri (USA), wondered aloud why it was so cold when global warming was supposedly a real thing. An outraged hack at the Washington Post posted some climate data to imply that temperatures had increased drastically in her city. I looked at the NOAA data. I discovered that this city had data only from the seventies. In those years, the temperature was lower than today. This had made the scale tip up. When I tried to check when the temperatures started moving up, I found that you can make the scale dip or rise just by choosing the beginning year high and final year low or vice versa. The scale can change direction even when the range difference is as low as two years. This happened when I took a smaller subset - 24 and 22 years (instead of 40 years). When I looked at the data for the entire state of Missouri, starting from 1900 to the present (for which data was available), lasting 116 years, there was no change. (It is beyond anybody's lifetime to make predictions on climate.) In all these charts
(including the one cited in the article), the range in temperatures remained around (49°F). The 'trend' approaches zero as the timeline increases.
With cherry-picked or limited data, you can make any kind of inference and fool ordinary members of the public, as they accept such claims at face value. This sort of 'debunking' with cherry-picked data is quite rampant in mainstream media.

There was a medieval warm period followed by a mini Ice Age in the northern hemisphere. Climate scientologists do not talk about it much because it is an inconvenient truth. Climate ebbs and flows over millennia. It is beyond anybody's comprehension. Forget climate, even accurate predictions on weather is difficult.

In Alaska, the days are very long in summer and farmers routinely grow very very big fruits and vegetables. We certainly do not want that kind of weather everywhere but it is illuminating when you think about all the propaganda we have been receiving. For decades, Western medicine practitioners performed lobotomies on thousands of mentally disturbed individuals. Electro-shock therapy continues to be performed on inmates of mental hospitals. The public's blind faith in sciensters enables these crimes. Instead of being troubled by environmental activism, big industrialists have co-opted a financially vulnerable group of scientists (with limited opportunities outside academia). Object? Climate tax, bonds, credits and trading.

Climate alarmists falsely claim that 97% of 'scientists' support them. They did a text search on the summaries of research papers mentioning global warming and asked the one-
third who mentioned 'man-made' global warming. So, why did the 3% oppose it? The climate sceptics say 30,000 'scientists' have a signed online petition against it. Who counted and identified these 'scientists'? US presidential candidate Elizabeth Warren claimed she is 1/1024th Indian. Numbers mean nothing. Truth should win. If you do not understand science, then do not say 'scientists' are saying this or that. Let those who have doubts air their views freely and get clarifications to their satisfaction. That is how you settle scientific disputes.

A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. Good intentions are not enough. If you think PETA stunts are clownish and exploitative, some vegan activists will appear to have gone beyond crazy. Cats are being denied milk and fish. One nutball vegan suggested on television that if a mosquito sits on you, you should not kill it and instead let it 'take blood donation'.

Won’t Suicidal Media use, Cloud Computing, always-on Internet, sneaky Internet-Of-Things, omnipresent Wi-Fi, discarded phones, batteries and e-vehicles accelerate Climate Change?; 2015; Moral Volcano Blog

Al Gore’s ‘Inconvenient Truth’? – A $30,000 Utility Bill; 2007; ABC News

Al Gore could become world’s first carbon billionaire; 2009; The Telegraph

Gore’s Dual Role: Advocate and Investor; 2009; New York Times

R.I.P.: Al Gore’s Chicago Climate Exchange Has Died; 2010; National Review

Blood And Gore: Making A Killing On Anti-Carbon Investment Hype; 2013; Forbes

Gore buys carbon offsets from his own company; 2003; Bill Hobbs

PETA swiftly kills the vast majority of dogs and cats in its care; 2019; PETA Kills Animals.com

Shocking Photos: PETA’s Secret Slaughter of Kittens, Puppies; 2017; Huffington Post

Climate Science and the Uncertainty Monster (lecture); 2015; Judith Curry

This is America - 2 (documentary); 1980; American-European Films; Warning: Nudity and sex.
There is a sucker pitch for every gullible group. The ultimate aim is to make people voluntarily surrender their constitutional rights and God-given freedoms to a worldwide totalitarian system.
June 2014
A scripted photo-op at the Obama White House

☞ When Obama was US president, there were countless choreographed publicity stunts like this. Every political situation was exploited from a PR perspective. Obama was a PR handler's dream client. (Politicians like Modi, Hillary and Obama seem extremely hollow to me that I can see no more than 30 seconds of them into a speech.) Questions at Obama's press briefings were tame. Reporters would laugh at his lamest jokes. He would use teleprompters everywhere and TV cameras would take care to avoid showing them, lest the American public also learn that he is putting on an act. When confronted with an unscripted interview, he would stutter like a crook. How else can you sell perpetual war?

☞ When Obama was president, this US government ad appeared on my website. English is not my first language but the ad seems to imply that conspiracies are real and that 'American government' equals 'Conspiracy Theories'! America.gov was deleted sometime after I brought attention to it.

Modern art was CIA 'weapon'; 1995; The Independent

... the CIA fostered and promoted American Abstract Expressionist painting around the world for more than 20 years... The decision to include culture and art ... was taken ... in 1947. Dismayed at the appeal communism still had for many intellectuals and artists in the West... the agency... set up ... Propaganda Assets Inventory... influence more than 800 newspapers, magazines and public information organisations...

☞ Obama Caught Lip-Syncing Speech - The Onion | Obama's Home Teleprompter Malfunctions During Family Dinner - The Onion
Reptilian News Cartoons  
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Will he or won't he?

Have they taken the photograph yet?

If I have to strangle him, this is my only chance.

© Original photo credit: EPA (www.epa.eu)

This is a pre-press review copy. Do not share, distribute, print, duplicate or store online. Contact Moral Volcano if you need color copies of a few pages with no watermarks.
Arnab Goswami beheads ISIS

☞ Reality may not be much different from this anonymous meme.
☞ No terrorist organization has deliberately invited military action as ISIS did. Who would want US military involvement in Syria so desperately? US arms industry? Israel? The likes of Bechtel, Blackwater and Haliburton?
☞ ISIS seems to have been invented because evidence of real crimes by the Syrian Assad regime was not very forthcoming. An important part of the ISIS strategy was the private SITE Intelligence Group (half an hour from NSA headquarters), run by an Iraqi Jewish woman named Rita Katz. Her father was publicly executed by Saddam Hussein in 1969. She grew up in Israel and served some time in Israel Defence Forces (IDF). She then emigrated to the US and worked with a terrorism expert, notorious for pinning the Oklahoma City bombing attack on Islamists. Later, Katz started her own business of scapegoating Islamists and White nationalists, and began receiving government contracts. Essentially, SITE sells videos, chat messages and propaganda material claiming to be from 'Al-Qaeda-affiliated' and white supremacist websites (probably with an IDF backend) to US government agencies and news media. The intelligence agencies do seem to want this 'intelligence' but do not want to be tainted by it. No more routing fake intelligence through NYT hacks?

✍ Private Jihad: How Rita Katz got into the spying business; 2006; New Yorker, USA
✍ ISIS Lures Women With Kittens, Nutella; 2015; CNN, USA
✍ Syria Gay Girl in Damascus blog a hoax by US man; 2011; BBC, UK
✍ Israel treating al-Qaida fighters wounded in Syria civil war; 2015; Jerusalem Post, Israel
✍ Israel buys most oil smuggled from ISIS territory - report; 2015; Globes, Israel
"Sir, I invite you to an 8 o’clock debate on Newshour. I want answers, sir. The entire nation wants to know if these executions are staged, sir.”

"Pssst... How about you take the knife and kill me instead?"

© Original photo credit: ISIS (USA/Israel) © Arnab photo by unknown but thanks anyway.
Microsoft Word sucks. Use the free LibreOffice instead.

☞ Instead of using tiny toolbars, a female Microsoft manager decided that what all Word users wanted was a cavernous fat 'ribbon'. It is instances like this that makes some jerks claim that women cannot write code.

☞ After signing out of their email service, users are shown stuff like this by Microsoft men. Fun, Bill Gates? Thanks for introducing the Internet to us.

☞ Who should I blame? The men at Bing or those at Scribd?

☞ The Gates foundation claims that it is concerned about our health and welfare but invests in junk food chain McDonald's.
There is no other company that has **so much money** yet is so full of incompetent men. I have personally seen members of the Internet Explorer team (from India) and I assure you they really suck.

There was a time when Bing search engine would show a giant "Learn the facts" ad if you had just installed Windows and used the Microsoft Edge browser to download a different browser such as Mozilla Firefox or Google Chrome. Maybe Google sabotaged Microsoft by sending their worst dolts to the Bing search engine team.

It was not always like this. The Microsoft of the old was all right. Before I got smitten by Free & Open Source Software (FOSS), I was a Microsoft guy. When I started off with Visual Basic (written by men) and wrote a media player using Windows Media Player (written by men), I was able to appreciate the good work their programmers had done in terms of functionality and usability.

The now-obsolete email client **Outlook Express** (written by men) had this genius ability to preserve a web page in an email. You could select any file and send it to something named Mail Recipient and a new email message window would open with the file automatically added as an attachment. If you tried to send a web page from Internet Explorer to email, then Outlook Express would open a new message window with the content of the web page as the body of the email. It was a simple way to archive web pages. I was able to archive this now-missing CIA web page as an email using Outlook Express. (Its successor **Outlook** (written by men) cannot even display HTML email properly (as it uses the HTML-rendering engine of the Word text...
To write good code, your high-school algebra is enough. To create good software, you need brains.

Computer processors are so fast these days that even bad code will run all right. Nobody notices. A good example is Chrome. It hogs resources and it is spyware.

Proprietary software means better quality, right? Wrong! Try Microsoft Word, again, Visual Studio or Windows Update.
Microsoft’s Julie Larson-Green knows nothing about UI design. She should instead design prison complexes. No prisoner will ever be able to get out.

- Moral Volcano
RBI governor makes good his reputation as India's #1 liar

Many years ago, Young World, which used to be a supplement of The Hindu, had this joke.

Who is the #1 liar in India?

The RBI governor. Because he promises to pay people but never really does.

Every RBI currency note says, "I PROMISE TO PAY THE BEARER A SUM OF _ _ _ RUPEES."
With Modi's demonetization, that promise was broken. (One CNBC TV-18 anchor said the same thing one day after this cartoon was published. It must be a "coincidence".)

Over 100 deaths were attributed to Modi's demonetisation decision.

Modi promised to tie himself in the street and accept his fate if all problems were not solved by the new year. Several years later, India's economy has not recovered and continues to feel the ill effects of demonetisation (combined with GST and Aadhaar biometric ID system).
After claiming 1000-rupee notes only help black-money holders, genius Modi introduced 2000-rupee notes.
April 2017
The next world's best teleprompter reader?
☞ If you think the likes of Lenin, Napoleon, Stalin, Marx, Darwin, Booth (Lincoln's assassin), Bolivar and Washington are trying to hide their hands, it is because you are a conspiracy theorist. There are no secret societies. There is no collusion. Everything happens randomly. This is a fashion statement by old smarts.

☞ In a judgement, the Indian Supreme Court held that it is impossible to provide evidence of a conspiracy because it is usually hatched in secret. It reasoned that that did not mean conspiracies cannot be proved. I believe that when the 'free press' fails to identify the mysterious people behind the curtain, amateur conspiracy theorists fill the void left by professional journalists. (The solution is better journalism, not censorship. Censorship only serves to reinforce conspiracy theories.) They draw attention of the public to obvious circumstantial evidence, such as meeting of minds, acting in concert, unexplained favours and disfavours, and acts of omission and commission. These conspiracy theorists do get sabotaged by disinformation and by their own carelessness but so does the 'genuine' news media, more often than you would expect.

☞ "... top US Treasury officials secretly conspired with a small cabal of banker big-shots... "; 2013; Greg Palast
☞ Financial Secrecy Index: Who are the world's worst offenders?; 2020; Naomi Fowler, Tax Justice Network
It is no surprise when a globalist puppet 'predicts' the victory of a former Rothschild banker.
The original American colonies lacked a Royal mint so there was an inadequate supply of British coins. While Americans used a mix of foreign coins (including the Spanish dollar), they also began experimenting with their own independent currencies. In 1690, Massachusetts issued its first Colonial paper. When that experiment worked, other colonies started issuing their own interest-free currencies. In the words of Benjamin Franklin, Colonial paper was revolutionary because it was issued in proportion of the needs of trade and commerce, and required no stocks of gold or silver. London bankers did not like this and Britain passed the Currency Act of 1751 and 1764, effectively banning all Colonial paper.

At the time of the American revolution, Britain was simultaneously engaged in a massive counterfeiting war with the American colonies targeting the Colonial paper. Benjamin Franklin wrote, “Paper money was in those times our universal currency. But, it being the instrument with which we combated our enemies, they resolved to deprive us of its use by depreciating it; and the most effectual means they could contrive was to counterfeit it.” In later years, counterfeiting and other forms of sabotage destroyed independent currencies, such as that of the Republic of Texas.

To prevent a return to independent debt-free currencies, prominent American Freemasons seem to have
been tasked with ending the independence of the colonies and formation of a unified state under a 
centralized government - one that could then authorize the use of a currency accruing interest to the 
Rothschilds. Work on a central bank for the unified states of America started immediately after 
independence from Britain.

A private Bank of United States was formed in 1791, on the lines of the private Bank of England, 
three years after George Washington was inaugurated as the first US president. (The famed brainiac 
“founding fathers” of the American Constitution left Article II blank so that Washington could fill 
it with whatever executive powers that he saw fit!) By the time the bank's charter was up for 
renewal, more than 70% of its stock was with foreigners, who received 8.4% yearly dividend – 
resulting in depletion of gold and silver stocks. There were conflicts of interest as this “central 
bank” set the rules for banking and competed with other banks. The bank's charter ended in 1811 and 
was not renewed. A second private Bank of United States was chartered in 1816. It was plagued with 
allegations of fraud from the beginning. The question about its constitutional legality was cleared 
by the US Supreme Court. However, President Andrew Jackson refused to renew its charter, as he was 
driven to do so in a game of extreme one-upmanship with the Whig Party. (The Whig Party's one-point 
agenda was the formation of a central bank. Abraham Lincoln was originally a Whig.)

All of this history will seem unnecessary if one takes a cursory look at the symbolism used by the 
Federal Reserve...

Considering the amount of effort that the Rothschilds have put in establishing the US central bank, 
one might be forgiven to the think that the US Federal Reserve as the culmination of their efforts. 
This is wrong. Their next goal is a global central bank with a single currency. A precipitated 
collapse of the Federal Reserve and the US dollar is in order. Then, the folks running the Federal 
Reserve will print their résumés and walk over to the IMF or World Bank building where the new global 
central bank will be functioning.
Al Gore says he will go away for a $15 trillion payola

☞ In his 2007 Nobel Peace Prize acceptance speech, the fat slob quoted US Navy researchers asserting that Arctic ice would be "completely gone" in summers by 2014.

☞ The best energy resource is the one closest to you. Burning firewood from your own land is environmentally better than oil/gas extracted, imported, refined and transported/piped to you. India has an almost unlimited supply of low-quality coal. Power plants built by BHEL are so efficient that they can burn the dirt under your feet and create energy. Thanks to Coal India (another PSU), India is power-surplus today. Reptilians made many attempts to steal its mines but the Supreme Court saved it. Meanwhile, almost everyone takes advantage of its high profits - workers, state governments, customers, and shareholders (including the GOI).

☞ India cannot abandon coal because the only other choice is imported oil and gas, denominated in US dollars. To earn enough dollars, Indians need to export the wealth of our nation at a cheap forex rate (as demanded by IMF and World Bank). The current rate is 1 USD = 71 INR. (India may have high forex reserves but the Reserve Bank of India tops it with an equal or more quantum of foreign debt. Seems like a conspiracy.)

☞ India is also a world leader in wind and solar energy projects. (I have investments in that sector too.) When India tried to build a massive solar farm, the US sued India in the WTO because the procurement tender required some of the panels to be bought from Indian manufacturers. In addition to subsidies, American states have similar clauses in their contracts with panel manufacturers.

☞ Lose The Dollar – II; 2005; Moral Volcano Blog
☞ A fool's errand: Al Gore's $15 trillion carbon tax; 2017; Washington Examiner
☞ Arctic summers ice-free 'by 2013'; 2007; BBC; Arctic ice 'grew by a third' after cool summer in 2013; 2015; BBC
President Trump, give me $15 trillion to stop Global Warming.

Will you take a cheque?
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Aadhaar (is) for Dummies

☞ Indian Information Security: "WE ARE LIKE THIS ONLY!"
☞ The national biometric ID scheme Aadhaar was originally supposed to be a voluntary ID for obtaining food rations. Modi opposed it when BJP was in the opposition but greatly expanded it when he came to power. (Who gave him the order? What changed his mind?) Using the classic bait-and-switch and mission-creep tactics, Aadhaar became mandatory for everything.
☞ Before Aadhaar, there were several documents that could be used to prove one's identity. All of those documents were issued by a gazetted government officer. In contrast to that system, the Aadhaar ID system was issued without any verification by a government official. Such a system is supposed to be a foolproof identification method for all purposes, including our bank accounts.
☞ A horse walks into a bar and the bartender says, "Why the long face?" John Kerry walks into a bar and the bartender says, "Didn't you come in a few minutes ago?" Mr. Kerry, thanks for the My Lai hearings and going against the military-industrial complex. I was just having fun with Gimp.
Many dogs, cows & horses have been issued Aadhaar cards. Henceforth, Aadhaar card will be mandatory for obtaining an Aadhaar card.

"Man arrested for getting Aadhaar card for dog" - Hindustan Times, 3 July 2015
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How EVMs (Electronic Voting Machines) are hacked

Most electronic hobbyists are familiar with the crystal radio sets. These receivers do not need batteries. AM/MW waves of public radio broadcasts have enough energy to power the tiny speakers in the receivers. RFID chips, used in shopping tags and ID cards, is a more modern application of the same technology. The microchip containing the identity is activated by power in the radio waves emitted by a scanner. Would it be possible to tamper with EVMs using secret logic activated by hidden RFID circuits in the chips? Yes, if the chips had the circuits. Would the US or UK force the foreign chip maker to sabotage the chips at the manufacturing stage itself? Would they not?

As Russian Communist dictator Stalin said, it does not matter who votes but who counts them.

Not only do Western companies supply voting machines and prepare electoral rolls in many countries, the US government can hire hackers to provide plausible deniability.

These closet Nazis sometimes out themselves.
1. Even though electronic voting machines can reveal the results on the same day, Indian election commission waits several days sometimes even weeks before it officially starts counting the votes.

2. CCTV footage at EVM storage rooms can be run in a loop and timestamps can be faked.

3. While paper ballots can be verified by manual counting, EVMs cannot be verified by a human. Thus, EVMs help the suspects (election commission) sabotage the results with impunity.

© Thankless: The gullible Indian Election Commission.
Unlike UP farmers, TN farmers will not get loan relief. No election. No EVM suspicion.

BJP shocked everyone by winning the 2017 Uttar Pradesh election (in the midst of demonetisation and all the other scandals). There was suspicion that EVMs must have been tampered. The new government moved swiftly and offered farm loan waiver in that state.

For Tamil farmers, however, Modi offered nothing. He did not even meet debt-stricken farmers who had camped in New Delhi for months.

 QLineEdit UP Elections 2017: Rivals To Get 'Electric Shock' After UP Poll Results: PM Narendra Modi; 2017; NDTV

 QLineEdit Why PM Narendra Modi did not meet protesting Tamil Nadu farmers; 2017; India Today
Reptilian News

Prime Joker: My government will pay private airlines over 3000 rupees as subsidy for every 2000-rupee ticket.  

TN Farmers: Sir, we don't have 2000 rupees for a flight ticket.
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‘Climate Change’ began on Day 1 – before man, dinosaurs, life

Climate Change propagandists falsely attribute that most climate scientists BELIEVE in Climate Change. (They did a text search on research paper summaries mentioning global warming and asked the one-third who mentioned 'man-made' global warming and reached 97%. They could have instead asked Vatican cardinals if Pope Francis was Catholic and reached 99%!) Eventually, they got tired of this. The 'Climate Change Science' then became SETTLED. It was SETTLED SCIENCE. No more study or debate. The SCIENCE WAS SETTLED! (The CLIMATE SCIENTOLOGISTS are also peddling in climate tax, green bonds and carbon credits trading.)

When climate alarmists encounter news like “Blizzard Dumps Snow on Copenhagen as Leaders Battle Warming”, they point out that weather is not climate. Fair enough. But, when storms devastate a coastline, the same crackheads attribute it to Climate Change using not actual data but climate model simulations (a technical term for wishful thinking).

Arctic summers ice-free 'by 2013'; 2007; BBC
Arctic ice 'grew by a third' after cool summer in 2013; 2015; BBC
For turning Earth from a ball of fire...

.. to a living planet, thank Climate Change!
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© Original photo credit: NASA
Thanks

- To those behind free & open-source software (FOSS).
  - I wrote, edited, illustrated, formatted, designed and published this book entirely using FOSS. The cartoons and the covers were created using Inkscape and GIMP. This book was written in Eclipse IDE as a Markdown text file. It was exported as an HTML page and stylized using CSS. The stylized HTML page was then exported as a cover-to-cover ready-to-print book using a bash script running khtmltopdf (based on Mozilla Firefox and iText). The covers and some other pages were exported using ImageMagick. The OS was a 9-year-old GNU/Linux OS from Ubuntu.
- To the makers of fonts that were made available free under open font licenses.
  - For some cartoons, I used a commercial fonts package from Broderbund. It had so many good-quality fonts and was so low-priced that it was practically free. I thank those font creators as well.
- To the brave journalists who managed to write the truth despite all odds.

Contact

If you need to contact me, send an e-mail to SubhashBrowser-2020CartoonBook AT Yahoo.Com. I get a lot of fake email messages so I will not reply even to legitimate ones. (I cannot tell the difference.) Do not send me any confidential material. If something important requires a reply, it will be published on the Moral Volcano blog without any personal details. Just follow the RSS feed of the blog. All mistakes will be corrected in future editions but no acknowledgements will be made. All off-colour jokes (this book's subject matter is very depressing) will be removed in a future edition so that the book can be made universal (instead of being targeted only at men). I would like to maintain a high level of humour so all anonymous help will be appreciated. Commercial display of these cartoons in a public museum/exhibition does not require prior permission from me or the publisher.
Urgent tasks for a free and happy future

- **Fix the elections**: Here is a model voting system. A voter chooses his candidate on a computer-controlled kiosk. The kiosk prints his vote in plain text on a small slip of security paper, mentioning human-readable details of the voter and the candidate. (No barcodes, MICR or other nonsense.) The paper should have a serial number and some space for the voter to sign. If the voter is satisfied with the paper printout, he signs it and deposits the vote in a collection box. The vote collection box should be under seal and direct visual surveillance by representatives of candidates. After voting has ended, the box should not be moved. On the same day as the voting, a vote counting machine should be placed next to the collection box and the votes should be visibly segregated after reading the serial number and the candidate's name, party and symbol. Inspect everything in public in case of dispute.

- **Ban political lobbying, anonymous donations and conflict of interest**: The offices of all high-level politicians/bureaucrats should be livestreamed when they are in public service. They should compulsorily retire for 10 years afterwards. No kickbacks such as awards, corporate positions, book royalties, and lecture fees. Political donations only from individual citizens - no more than a day's wages. Ban media rating agencies and multinational ad agencies. Shutter media buyers if news and entertainment providers complain of interference in editorial policy. All journalists should read Mark Twain's *Journalism in Tennessee*.

- **Make all government processes automated, recorded and transparent**: In computer software terms, this can be accomplished using System-Oriented Architecture (SOA). All government decision-making and activities should be simplified and precisely defined. Everything should be transparent at every stage and citizens should be able to inspect data on their own, instead of laborious information requests. Surveillance should be on the government, not on citizens.

- **Stop legislating totalitarianism**: As the Texas constitution says, all power rests with the people, not the government. The government exists for the primacy of the individual. Stop turning this vice versa by requiring the government to solve every problem. Our religious beliefs, cultural heritage and other free institutions should guide us. Democracy is on a slippery slope towards totalitarianism (Fascism/Socialism/Communism) as it legislates (corruption). Eventually, everything will become a crime. Have more debate and less legislation. All bills should be in simple language and no more than one page. Stop predatory capitalism. Any job should support a comfortable living - possible in an environment of low taxes, free enterprise and limited bureaucracy. Make businesses mention the wage/hour of their lowest paid worker on their name boards and ads. Taxes paid by the public should go towards basic services, utilities such as roads, railways and post office, and free/subsidized healthcare, education and housing, instead of corporate socialism schemes.
such as bailouts, PPP projects, surveillance, wars (and 'reconstruction') and foreign aid (bribery). Not everyone can be thrown to the mercy of the market economy. Let there be a tax-payer-funded alternative when the free market fails to provide affordable options. Strive for local self-government, not slavery on a global scale a.k.a. global governance. As Ralph Waldo Emerson stated, a foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds. Human society progresses by the thought processes of free men, not when it is held back by slaves. Citizens should be armed and dangerous for the threat of totalitarianism is ever present, even in the freest of countries.

- **Make local farming and manufacturing, not free trade, the foundation of a SELF-SUSTAINING ECONOMY:** Reptilians force GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE so they can snuff out countries that do not march to the globalist tune. (If one country catches the flu (or coronavirus), all other countries sneeze and collapse like dominoes.) With self-sustaining economies, several countries can come to the aid of a stricken one. The services sector should only be an auxiliary function of the main economy. All imports should have a basic custom duty to limit consumerism and environmental destruction. Anything above the minimum should be calibrated to foil foreign dumping and domestic monopolies/cartels. If you want free trade, abolish all internal taxes first.

- **Strictly limit immigration:** Naturalisation should be limited to foreigners marrying citizens. Labour immigration should be temporary and prohibited when powered by an arbitrage of wages. Do not permit temporary labour immigration without a successful time-bound plan in action to eliminate it. Intelligence agencies should be prevented from criminalising government employees and contractors, importing terrorists and aiding foreign criminals. Refugees should be housed in border camps and turned back when the situation improves. If refugees are given citizenship or permanent residence, then there will be no end to refugee crises (usually caused by reptilians).

- **Reform central banking and international relations:** Privately owned central banks should be abolished. An interest-free currency issued in proportion the needs of the economy is a honest currency. (Anything else forces us into a rat race.) Governments at all levels should be banned from borrowing. A fair banking system with a fixed interest rate at say 6-8% should provide long-term stability and confidence to any economy. Nation states should steer clear of private arbitration courts, multilateral trade pacts, sovereign treaties (oxymorons) and global/regional currencies. Only friendly agreements or MoUs. No lock-ins.

- **Close down foreign military bases, disband NATO, wind down CIA, FBI, FDA and other irredeemably criminalised government agencies, and downsize the United Nations:** United Nations (UN) is evil at best. If it cannot prevent wars, then it should accept defeat and quit.
Using an infographic style, these cartoons (drawn over three years before 2020) provide soundbite-level deconstruction of complex problems caused by globalists and their stooges infesting our beautiful planet. (The globalists are not really reptilian but there is no humanity in them.)

Because of the revolting nature of these reptilians, this book is not recommended for women and children. However, men may die laughing. This is the funniest book ever written. The sarcasm is mostly by implication, left unsaid for you to decipher.

This book is a monument for fake news. It has lots of fake news, both from me from mainstream news journalists. You may not be able to tell the difference but their material is usually funnier. Hence, the commentary accompanying each cartoon has citations almost always from mainstream news sources - very embarrassingly so. No "CONSPIRACY" news sites.

This book is also heavy on counterthink because the Zombie Apocalypse is already here. The dead cannot live but the living can be braindead. These zombies, particularly the young ones, are so brainwashed with propaganda that they they cannot think for themselves. They reject all critical thinking as offensive. Groupthink or hivemind is the norm. Everything has to be validated by the herd. They have no original ideas, as they read no newspapers or non-fiction books.

The cartoons are mostly about USA. Globalists test their fiendish schemes in the US first and then try to replicate them everywhere else. The road to hell is paved with good intentions. Journalists outside the US should not make the same mistakes as their American counterparts. Instead, they should learn from the American experience and inform their public of hidden traps in advance.

All assertions, implications and imputations in this book are in the nature of bets. They can be quite wrong. Read the full disclaimer given in the copyright page.

- Moral Volcano